
SVDA 
Rules of Play 

Summer 2022 Supplement 
 

Substitute Player 
 The fee is $5.00 per sub for each week used. 

 If the same sub is used 3 times, the sub cannot be used again… unless you pay the additional $20 to add said 

player to your roster. 

 Subs should only be used as your 4th player.  If you have 4 rostered players at the match, any additional players 

are not subs, they’re “ringers”. 

 A substitute’s experience level MUST be of the same or lower division level as the team using the sub 

 4 rostered players onsite at start of play = No sub allowed during the course of play 

 4th rostered player shows up after start of play with sub listed (or already have played) in first group = 4th player 

disqualified for rest of the match 

 

Notification of a sub must be made to the results secretary and opposing captain with the first 
and last name of your planned sub before the match. 

This can be done via TXT, email or phone call 
 

Results Secretary 
Wayne Watts 

(916) 844-6667 
wayneowatts@hotmail.com 

Opposing Captain 
As listed on the schedule 

 

Note:  Sub fees $5.00 must be paid online at www.SVDA.org within 24 hours of completion of the 
match or else all games played by the sub will be forfeited. 

 

The 13th Game (Team Game) 
Each division plays a different 13th team game of 4 vs 4 that is only one leg.  This game can be played at any time during 

the night and is up to the home captain to decide order of play.  The 13th game that each division plays are: 

 

 “A” division – 901 (playing is optional, captains should agree before the match begins) 

 “B” division – 801  

 “C” division – Burma Road with steel darts 

 “Rec” division – Burma Road with Widdy darts 
 

Record this game in the middle section of the scorecard. 

 

C division – Points Cricket vs. Optional No-Points 
Argument for NO POINTS: This is entry level darts and for beginners closing a number is challenging enough and points 

can extend the length of a game that is already difficult.  Argument FOR POINTS:  It’s the proper way to play and will 

force you to get better.  NO Points Cricket is an optional deviation from the official rules of play and if chosen should be 

agreed upon by both captains before the start of the match. 

 

Disputes 
Keep in mind, this is darts and we all participate to spend time away from the rest of our lives to enjoy darts and each 

other.  In the spirit of enjoyment, the league is OK with flexibility.  Any deviation from format needs to be agreed upon 

by BOTH captains.  If one captain is not in agreement with ANY deviation, then the decision should be the default 

rule/format. 


